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Making Art
Possible
A message from Molly Cairney,
Executive Director

I am about to make the understatement of
the century so brace yourselves - FY 2020
has been a year of change. We kicked off the
fiscal year with a new staff, ushered in the
new calendar year with a new name and
brand, eased toward the end of the fiscal
year in the midst of a global pandemic, and
are embarking on FY 21 in support of and
solidarity with the Black Lives Matter
movement.
In the midst of all this change, our
organizational purpose has remained the
same. Art Possible Ohio advocates for and
works with artists with disabilities to make
art possible where art was not possible
before because of isolation, lack of funding,
or a general feeling that “the arts are not for
someone like me.”
Access to arts and cultural experiences is a
fundamental human right. Like health,
safety, community, the arts are essential to
our growth, development, and sense of self.
The arts offer us the possibility of a world
that is better, communities that are
stronger, and souls and hearts that are
fuller.
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The arts continually ask us, “What if…” and
I encourage us all to consider the role of
creativity in this moment in time.
This is what we mean when we think about
the boundless possibilities that open up to
us through the arts and why it is so critical
that everyone have access to them. Each of
us approaches a health crisis with the gift of
our lived experience. The more diverse
those experiences are the more creative and
impactful the possibilities become, the
more we are designing a world that is for
everyone and not just those in positions of
power and privilege.
In the midst of all this change we keep
hearing about the new normal. Perhaps a
new normal means that we step away from
the concept of “normal” altogether and
instead embrace flexibility, inclusivity,
accessibility, and above all, possibility.
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2020 Board
of Directors

Amy Hess, President

Trisha Clifford-Sprouse

Michael Cress, Treasurer

artists, advocates, friends,
family, professionals,
together we make art
possible

Mary Leiby, Secretary

Mary Czekalinski

Jodie Engle

Andrew Hall

Christy Kline

Thomas Kromer

Amy Silver Judd

Christina Wendell
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2020 Funders &
Donors
$50,000 - $100,000
Ohio Department of Education | Ohio Arts Council
$1000 - $49,999
The Kennedy Center | Greater Columbus Arts Council |
Lloyd D. Hunter Memorial Fund | ADAMH | Huntington
National Bank | Thomas Kromer | Puffin Foundation
West, Ltd.
$250 - $499
Scott and Christy Kline | Amy Ranalli | Columbus
Foundation | Columbus Arts Marketing Association
$100 - $249
Keila Naperstak Hund | Christina Wendell | Christopher
Carver | Michael Cress | Mohamed Sabrah
$50 - $99
Pat Jordan | Mary Czekalinski
$1 - $49
Kathleen Gallant | Erin Hoppe | Michael Brennan
|Kenneth Dunstan | Cassandra Theobald | Courtney
Cooke | Betsy Hedler | Andrew Hinkle | Ashley Watson |
Chad Pritchard | Ryan Cairney | Sadiyah Babatunde |
Patricia Santanello | Amazon Smile
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FY20 Financial
HighLights
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Earned Revenue | $20,896
Corporate Donations | $18,206
Foundations | $4,935
Grants | $168,398
Individual Donations | $5,666
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Careers in the Arts | $23,711
Cultural Access | $23,559
Public Programs | $29,233
Operations | $19,266
School Programs | $84,318
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Permanent
Collection
Each year Art Possible Ohio's Board of Directors purchases an artwork from that
year's Accessible Expressions Ohio Exhibition for our permanent collection. This
year's acquisition was Love They Neighbor by Emerging Artist Byron Stephens,
Acrylic on Poster. The piece was also voted 2020's Best in Show.
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Name
Change
January 1, 2020 VSA Ohio announced our
new name and brand identity - Art Possible
Ohio. Our name change was born of a need
to better represent what we do as an
organization. While the VSA identity and
affiliation had served us well for many years,
it was difficult to regularly explain what our
acronym stood for and how our name
related to our mission.
In deciding our new name we worked with
GSW Columbus (holla!). They walked us
through the brand pyramid process, helping
us hone our brand identity and values. The
essence of our brand, the tippy top of the
pyramid was possibility. Our organization
advocates for and works with artists with
disabilities to make art possible where art
was not possible before because of
isolation, lack of funding, or a general
feeling that “the arts are not for someone
like me.”
Art Possible Ohio is rooted in the belief that
arts and culture are a basic human right.
That belief is reflected in our brand values:
Inclusivity, Flexibility, and Possibility.
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GSW also designed a new logo and
branding that we were able to take to
our website developer WonderJam. It
was essential to us that the aesthetics
of our brand embody accessible
design, an idea that GSW and
WonderJam were excited to explore
with us.
Our materials utilize san serif fonts,
high contrast colors, screen reader
friendly web design, thoughtful
alternative text, and clean layouts and
formatting. We believe that accessible
design is beautiful design.
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Brand
Values
Inclusivity

Art Possible Ohio is welcoming and inclusive.
We build connections and forge relationships
because we are all individuals with unique
and compelling stories. We all deserve the
opportunity to share those stories creatively.

Flexibility

Life is complex and full of rules and rigidity.
Art Possible Ohio encourages creative
problem solving, people-first thinking, and
universal design for living. We see art as a way
to bend, flow, flex, and grow.

Possibility

We all spend a lot of time in our lives being
told "no" both implicitly and explicitly and
asked "why" we might need to participate,
have an accommodation, or challenge the
status quo. Art Possible Ohio seeks more
"yes" and asks, instead, "why not?"
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2020
Program
Highlights
Adaptation, Integration, and the Arts places teaching
artists in inclusive classrooms across Ohio where they provide
arts integrated residencies. These full year programs provide
students with access to the arts and the creative and critical
thinking and social and emotional benefits the arts provide.
March 12th Ohio schools closed in an effort to slow the spread
of the novel corona virus. Our teachers rose to the challenge
of remote learning producing nearly 600 hours of videos, blog
posts, digital lessons, and virtual classes.
ReelAbilities is a groundbreaking film festival that promotes
awareness and appreciation of lives, stories and artistic
expressions of people with disabilities through the accessible
art form of film. We presented our summer and winter film
festivals digitally in accordance with Ohio's health orders. We
screened 11 films over 5 events for close to 500 attendees.
Additional programming included digital talk-backs, panel
discussions, and guided art making activities.
Accessible Expressions Ohio is an adjudicated, statewide
exhibition and tour of visual art for artists of all ages with
disabilities. In 2020 we had 119 entries from 17 counties. Of
those, judges selected 65 artworks. We canceled in person
exhibitions but were able to host our first digital exhibition
through Facebook and Instagram. Each artist had their work
featured resulting in 11 sales. It also boosted our Facebook
engagement increasing page views by 60%, post reach by
160%, post engagement by 219%, and followers by 33%.
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THANK YOU
FOR MAKING ART
POSSIBLE
2020 PARTNERS AND SPONSORS

